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	Artslant Online, 3 July 2011_1:    PATTERN OF HABITAndrea ZittelSprüth Magers BerlinOranienburger Straße18 , D-10178 Berlin, Germany08 June 2011 - 10 September 2011 Visit a hoarder with a severe case of OCD and you might see something comparable to Andrea Zittel’s current exhibition at Sprüth Magers. Pattern of Habit, Zittel’s fourth solo outing at the gallery explores the ways in which we construct and compartmentalize our lives. These are certainly not new themes for Zittel, who has been renowned for her installations reflecting human needs and activities for over two decades. However, the form has taken a distinct turn from her recent A-Z Uniform Series and subsequent “Smockshop” installations, seeming to reflect back on her earlier investigations of the ways in which our living spaces are physical manifestations of psychic structures.                        Though consisting of three separate works, the installation flows seamlessly, turning the gallery space into more of a living room—though, with a suspicious lack of chairs. Pattern of Habit, 2011, the most prominent work in the cavernous main gallery, consists of a multitude of cardboard boxes, which Zittel accumulated over time from shipments sent to her home and work-space in Joshua Tree, CA. Cemented together with polyurethane and newspaper, the boxes, which are found both on the walls and in various configurations on the gallery floor, take on a very solid appearance. This construction, in the way that it defies their original materiality very aptly mirrors the way in which we conceive of habit: first as little actions that then augment themselves into full-blown life necessities with real, material existences. 
	Artslant Online, 3 July 2011_2: For Zittel, what started out as a slight reluctance to throw out cardboard over time morphed into a full-scale exhibition thousands of kilometers away. The exhibition has a distinct tension between the personal and the generic. Where Pattern of Habit’s boxes could tell quite a vivid portrait of Zittel’s consumption habits, they’re painted over in white, such that all we are left with is their shape. Even the objects placed in their cubby-like spaces have a very generic feel: books in several languages, trinkets, and vases and pottery that could as easily be family treasures or purchased at IKEA.                 Pattern of Habit’s other component in the gallery’s side room, a calendar with boxed out spaces demarcating Zittel’s internet use, continues with this universalization of habitual collection and compartmentalization. By bringing what looks rather like a digital calendar into a fully tangible form, with raised box-edges marking the limits of interactive, human experience and that with a machine, this relationship, the way in which we organize ourselves, comes out as utterly grotesque. It gives a pushback reaction to the comfort we otherwise find in habitual action when it is not so directly put in front of us.
	Artslant Online, 3 July 2011_3: In comparison with Pattern of Habit, the other two works, at least when viewed singularly, were slightly disappointing. Tellus Interdum, 2011, an extensive wallpaper of Zittel’s local newspaper where the text has been replaced with the eponymous font employed by graphic designers, comments interestingly on the generic nature of our media. From afar, the newspapers look as if collected from Zittel’s doorstep every morning, only revealing their lack of content upon closer examination. Conceptually interesting, yes, however, the material itself seems a bit dated. While print media may not be dead, this "generic" commentary, which Zittel makes, seems that it would find much more resonance with digital forms of media: the overrun of content farms, which constantly publish the most sensationalized yet standardized forms of information.                     Similarly, the ideas behind Single Strand: Forward Motion, 2011, sets of wall installations of crocheted black yarn that continue onto the floor, don’t completely read. While this extremely micro-look at repetition is a nice contrast to the more overt displays, it’s perhaps too subtle. There is also a sense that the ‘permissions’ Zittel gave herself in crocheting Single Strand too strictly limited her action, creating an overly organized and pre-planned appearance to the work that more closely resembles ritual rather than a habitual interaction. Overall, the exhibition lacks a sense of haphazardness that seems like it would be of paramount concern when interrogating the notion of habit physically manifested. There is a missing tension between what is habit and what escapes habit’s grasp. A set of used teabags hung like long bunches of grapes on one wall gets at this slightly due to its less uniform appearance. It brings the exhibition down to a more personal level, showing a human side, a sense that these rituals exist inside of someone, not merely as created things. However, this same tension speaks to the power of the exhibition as a whole. It’s an eerie space to be in. Standing alone in the gallery, a kind of oppressive anxiety that you are intruding on something—or, perhaps that something has intruded on you—is very much present.      ~Alexander Forbess, a writer living in Berlin. 
	Artslant Online, 3 July 2011_4: [Images: Andrea Zittel, AGGREGATED STACKS #4, 2011, Cardboard, Plaster, Gauze , 8 Parts: 125 X 197 X 48 cm, 121 X 240 X 32 cm, 239 X 118 X 43 cm, 211 X 114 X 41 cm, 104 X 164 X 55 cm, 196 X 84 X 104 cm (Free Standing), 180 X 177 X 94 CM (Free Standing), 155 X 92 X 95 CM (Free Standing); Pattern Of Habit, 2011 (Detail), Wood, Cardboard, Newsprint, Paint, Polyurethane, Steel, 197 X 610 X 119 cm; TELLUS INTERDUM, 2011, Newsprint Printed At High Desert Star In Yucca Valley, Dimensions Variable; A-Z Fiber Form Grid, 2011, Hand Felted Black Wool, 66 X 48,3 cm; Courtesy of the artist & Sprüth Magers Berlin


